Introduction
This paper deals with induced representatioils ill the frame\vork of cor~iplex analytic Lie groups. Our main purpose i:, to establish an extension of the basic Frobenius identity which underlies this theory in the case of finite grouph. This extension then enables one to compute certain cohomology modules of homogeneous spaces with coefficients in a honlogeneous vertor bundle. TVe recall the identity in question for finite groups.
Let U be a subgroup of the finite group G. Then the G-modules (always left) are in an obvious way also li-modules. Conversely there is a functor which converts U-modules into G-modules. This transformatioil assigns to the U-module E, the G-module I . E which by definition consists of the functions from G to E which satisfy the identity The action of G 011 
I .E: is given by
With this understood the Frobeilius identity states:
Let E be a I;-module, and It' be a G-module; then (Here the subscript means that we are only considering the homonlorphisms which preserve the G-, respectively U-, structures of the modules in question.) If the base field is the field of conlplex numbers, C, the representations of G will be semi simple. In that case Shur's lemma together with the Frobenius formula yields a deconlposition of I . E into irreducible constituents:
where W ranges over the irreducible G-modules.
The question arises whether these identities persist when U and G are cornplex analytic groups, U closed in G, the representation of U on E is holomorphic and I .E consists of the holomorphic functions from G to E satisfying 1.1.
In this case the C-module I .E has an alternate interpretation which leads to a rather natural extension of this question. Namely: the projection G -+ G/U defines G as a principal holomorphic U-bundle over X = G/U [13] . Further, the U-module E defines an analytic vector bundle E = G X "E [13] over X,' in the usual fashion, and it is easy to see that 1.h' coincides with the C-module r ( E ) , of holomorphic sections of E over X. Finally the action of G 011 1 . E is induced by the left translations of G on E. The generalization of I .E is now immediate. Let SE be the sheaf of local holomorphic sections of E, and let H*(S; sE) [13] be the cohoinology of X with coefficients in SE. Then HY(X; SE) IS a G-module in a natural fashion (induced by the left translations of G on E) arid by definition @(x; SE) = I?(E).
QTe will prove the extended analoguc of (1.1) under the folloning hypothesis on the principal bundle li + G --, X.
ao(G) = al(G/I;) = 0,
The first of these conditions makes the problem accessible by infinitesimal methods. The second insures that H*(X; SE) is finite dimensional.
Let M c G be a maximal compact subgroup of G. Under the hypothesis A, M will act transitively on X = GIIT by a theorem of Montgomery [19] , so that X has two descriptions :
emphasizing its analytic and compact structure respectively. (1.5) H0m~~(11', H * ( X ; SE)) = H*(u* , U, Hom(W, E)).
Here the right hand side represents the relative cohomology of the Lie algebras u* , u, with coefficients in Hom(TY, E') as defined in [14] and recalled in tfhe next section. The algebra u* acts on Hom(TV, E ) via the differential of the action of U on this rnodule composed with aj:u* -,11.
RAOUL BOTT
The C'-module El = x,,fIq(X; P P ) is the first term of a spectral sequence whose B, is associated to the cohomology of X with constant complex coefficients [8] . In this description of El , the differential operator dl:Hq(X; Qp) ---t Hq(X; Po++') is induced by the differentiation of holomorphic forms. In the example under discussion Ire have d l : 1 I 1 (~; P') =t H1(X; P2); dl:Hi(X; P i ) -% H 7 ( x ; 51').
Thi:, exainple also shons that the definition of the Chern class of X as an element of H1"(X), given recently by AWiyah [I] , is more delicate than the usual one. Indeed here H'" is generated by the first Chern class of X in Atiyah's sense.
However H'" is knocked out by dl , so that the usual Chern class of X is 0.
Theorem I can also be applied to compute the Euler characteristic x(X; sE) = ( -l)qdirn H q ( S ; SE). Indeed, because dim H*(X; SE) < a (X being compact), the number of non-zero terms in (1.6) is finite. The Euler characteristic can therefore be computed on the rhain level, where only the action of V on E enters. Hence:
(1.10)
x(X; sE) depends only on the action of I' on E.
In greater detail, the following formula follo\vs from (1.6). Let Ad: V --t End (u*/b)* be the adjoint representation [7] . Also let x(W) and x(E) be the characters of It' and E considered as V-modules, while u v denotes an invariant normalized (jV u, = 1) volume element on V. not Kaehler) , then x(X; SE) = 0. In the case A,, more specific results can be obtained. In this case it is known that X is a projective algebraic variety [lo] , [3] . Here also, in a sense the most interesting part of our problem has been solved by other methods. On the one hand Bore1 and Hirzebruch computed x(X; SE) for line bundles by means of the general Riemann-Roch theorem [4] . Further, Borel and Weil [5] discussed the splitting of H'(x, SE) when 13 is 1-dimensional.* In this direction, we bring the following extension of their results, which was conjectured by Borel and Hirzebruch : THEOREM X be a homogeneous principal bundle subject to Az.
T h e n the zndz~czr~g transformation E -+ H*(X; SE) takes o n zrredz~czble C*-modl~lc G znto the zero M-module or a n irreducible M-modulc.
The details, such as when these two alternatives occur, and in which dimension of H*(X; SE) the reprewntation of M operate.; nontrivially, are given in Theorem IV', Section 6.
These are the main results of this paper. Their proof takes so long mainly because so much knon 11 material has to he reviewed ; 1brief account of the proof is as follours: Theorem I is proved by imbedding the usual chain complex of E-valued C"-forms of type (0, p) on X into the complex of all E-valued CX-forms on M.
Computing 8 in this imbedding sho1z.s that H*(X; SE) = H*(u*, b, F @ E) nhere F is the module of complex valued CX-functions 011 M. By breaking F up according to the irreducible representations of M, one obtains (1.1).
Theorem I1 follows from Wang's detailed description of the position of u* in m,and the spectral sequence of a Lie algebra n~odulo an ideal. We also use know-n information about the Kaehler case.
For the proof of Theorem IV, I need Leray's spectral sequence, the Kiinneth relations of Grothendieck, and Icodaira's vanishing theorem. An outline of hon these are used can be found in Section 6. h purely algebraic proof of this theorem is possible, but even more cumbersome. One of the consequences of Leray's theorem in this connection is the followi11g: If E --+ X is a complex analytic vector bundle, then H*(X; SE) is isomorphic to EI*(X(E); SL) where X(E) is the spare of lines in E, and L is the line bundle defined by the projection of E -X onto X(E). (This fact was known to experts in a semi-official manner.)
Concerning the notation and terminology : The principal bundles I; -+ G --+ X nhere I' is a closed subgroup of G will be called homogeneous. The vector bundles generated by such a bundle and a I;-module E, i.e. G X uE, will be denoted by E and will be called homogeneous vector bundles. The representation of C which determines the U-structure on E will be denoted by 6. The induced representation of G on H*(X; SE) is denoted by 6.The restrictions of 6 to 1' and of 6 to M will be denoted by 4 and respectively.
Finally, if I7 + G -X is subject to A we can, by going to a finite covering of G if necessary, assume that M is the extension of al-connected Lie-group by a torus, and we will incorporate this assumption into A throughout the paper.
I was introduced into this framework of questions in a seminar conducted by l?. Hirzebruch a t Princeton (1955) and thankfully acknowledge frequent helpful conversations on this subject with Atiyah, Hirzebruch, Kostant, Shapiro and Singer. Some of our results concerning the representation of .I1 on @(x; sE) were obtained independently by Kostant about the same time.
Preliminaries: The complex of a Lie algebra
TVe first recall briefly the pertinent definitionsfrom [14].Let g be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over the field C of complex numbers. If F is a g-module, the netion ui g 011 F la del~otetl by .r.f (.I t g, j t F ) , I\ hile F a denotes the subspace of F annihilated by all n. 6 g.
Iart (d(g, F ) = x.ln(g,P'),11 = 0, 1, 2 , . . , be the ztandard (chain) complex of (g, F), i.e. =lU(9,F ) = F , A "(9, F) = 11-alternating maps froin g to F, for n > 0.
-1g-module structure ih defined on l ( g , F ) by the operator9 O(x), for x E g: on
I he a-rnodule Lf (g, F ) also canrries operators ~(.r), for .r t g, defined on -4"(g, F),
These two operations uniquely determine g-endomorphisnl d:An(g, F ) + .4 "+'(g, F ) by the requirement:
for all x e g.
Explicitly, d is given by
The operator d2 is identically zero, and the derived module of A(g, F ) with respect to d is by definition the cohomology module of g with coefficients in F. This C-module is written H*(g, F).
If u c g is a subalgebra of g, we denote by B(g, u, F ) the subspace of A(g, F ) annihilated by i(x) for x E u. This subspace is stable under 6(x) for x E u, and we write A(g, u, F ) = B(g, u, 3')". This subspace is closed under d and thus a subcomplex of A(g, F). The derived module of A(g, u, P ) is by definition the relative caohomology module of (9, u) with coefficients in F and is denoted by H*(g, u, F).
Let X:gl -g be a Lie hoirlomorphism and q: F -F' a linear map of the gnodule F into the 9'-module F'. Let A* @ q:A(g, F ) --+ A(gl, F') be the corresponding linear map : (A* @ qw) (xl , . . . , x,) = qw(Xx1 , . . . , Ax,), x, E a', w t i l n ( g , F). The maps X and q are compatible if q(As.f) = m.qf for x E g', f E F.
For compatible X and q, the nlap A* 8 q commutes with the differential operators of the complexes in question, and so induces a homomorphism H*(g, F ) --+ H*(gl, F'). If in addition u c g and u' c g' are subalgebras with A(ul) c u, then A* @ q:A(g, u, F ) -A(gl, u', F') commutes with d and induces a map H*(g, u, F ) -3H*(gl, u', F').
Let ribe a commutative ring over C' . The Lie algebra of all derivations of ii is then itself a (left) A-module, which we denote by P.If Casc I . Let X be a (7"-manifoltl, and let
In this case &la(%,F) beconles the coiliplex A(S; C) of differential iorins on lY, and ~z ( 2 , F) is the cohomology of X in the sense of de Rham (nith conlples coefficients). We also \\rite H*(X; C) for HA(", F ) in this example.
If f:X'
X is a Cx-map, then f induces a homoniorphisiii f * :d i(2,F ) -Alr(Z1,I.") which c~omnlutea 11-it11 d and so deteriliines a homoinorphibill f*:H*(X; C) -I-I*(X1; C). If w c Al;(T, F) and .rl, . . , ;ln c 5\', then f*w(xl, . . . . xn) c A' i i the function nhich at p e X' has the value ro(clf .xk, . . . , df.2,") where df is the differential off and xb is the restriction of x 2 0 p. (The map f does not induce a Lie homomorphisili of 2' into 9, and this is the disadvantage of treating the differential forms on X froni this polllt of view.) h-ext, let E be a Cx-vector bundle over X,and set F = r,(E) = Cx-cross sections of E. This F is a A-module under point~vise multiplication; however, a compatible T-structure cannot be defined on F unless E is locally constant, i.e. in a suitable covering the transition functions describing E can be chosen as constants. The ri-module BA(2, F) is the space of E-valued forms on X .
Case 2. Let X be a complex analytic, manifold and E a complex analytic vector t~unclle over X. Set.
.\ = complex valued Cm-functions on X, F = r,(E), the Cm-cross sections of E.
In this case T breaks up (as a h-module) into the direct sum of two A-closed subalgebras:
where T, = the derivations \\-hich annihilate all local anti-analytic functions on X ii.c. the conjugates of analytic functions), 210 R-IOUL BOTT 9 s = the derivatioris which annihilate all local analytic. fuiictions on X. \\-r let a, /3 be the corresponding projectionb.
111 this case F always admits a corllpatible 2s-structure (ithich can be extended to :L T-structure only if E is locally constant). The representation of 3 5 on F is defined as follo~v,~. T,ocally, every section s t F can be expressed in the form:
\there A, t . I and the r,, are analytic sections of E. So\\ for .e t P B ,let .r.s be given by: where the summation is taken over the usual skew-symmetrization operator.
Thus BA(%, F) is decomposed into a direct sum C Bi<'(D, F ) of the E-valued forms of type (p, q). r n d e r the C T,,, , the operator d of the complex
In the special case when F = (i.e. E is the trivial bundle I),then B~(23, F ) = Aa(23, F) already has a differential operation dl and
Using a filtration one sees that in this case HP"(X; 1) is the first term of a spectral sequence whose terminal C-module is associated to H*(X; C ) [S] . PROPOSITION 2.1. I n the situation just described, PROOF. Let E' = G X E be the (complex analytic) product bundle. Then I',(E') can be identified with F'. By definition E = E'/I; where C acts on E' by:
The analytic map p:E1 --+ E injects Ah(Dp , F) into AAr (Dk,, F'), and this map p* is a chain homomorphism. We seek the image of p*. Consider the commutative (DlF ) . .
7
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Here the p* and p* of the lower line, a5 well as the incluhioil there, are all chain homomorphisms. In the upper line the maps are to be considered only as linear maps, p* taking the E-valued forms on X into the E'-valued forms on G. Here B(g, u, F') means the subhpace of A(g, F') on which i(x) and B(x) + $(x) = 0 for all . z t u. Just as in the previous case, p*p*Bh(P, F) is precisely the subspace B(g, u, F') because C is connected. The vertical maps are the injections of the forrlls of type (0, q ) illto all the forms in the respective places. These are only linear maps. On A(ga, F'), T is induced by the projection g -86 . I t clear F ) is then that ~* P * A A ( T I~, = r-l(B(g, u, F')).
\Ye clairll that this is precisely the subcomplex .4(gs, ub , pUa).Indeed, if 11, t .l n(gg, F') and TW t B(g, u, F'), then Since Z(.L')TW because r is induced by P, the secoild coilditior~ may be = 0 if 1-E g, replaced by i(x)rw = 0 for x t u;l or equivalently i(x)w = 0 for x t us .
The first condition breaks up into two, depending on whether x t u, or z t q . .Is these operators coillnlute with T we see that they precisely characterize -4(gg, u8 , Fun). The proposition is now evident.
The cohomology groups discussed in this section bear upon our problem because of the generalized theorem of de Rham. I11 this framework the classical theorem of de Rham reads:
THEOREM. Let X he a paracompact C"-rrlanifold, a d 8C the sheaf qf 1ocall:j constant firnctions on X Then where the right hard szcle was defined in Case 
3.
The proof of Theorem I J5-e coritinue nith the situation and notation as described in Case 4. I n addition set, just as in Section 1: Here the horizo~ltal homomorphisms are exact; the vertical homomorphisms are j and cr respectively. Because j: m c g is the complexification of the injection of the corresporidi~lg real Lie algebras, aj:m -g, is injective. As in the introduction, we let u* c m he the preimage of u, under aj.
The elements of m operate on FAW by differentiatiou (written x.f, x t m, f t FM).
Finally n e let F , be the C-module , considered as a u*-module under the lan (written x 0 f ) :
which is meaningful because aju* c U, . I e., the rnaps X and q are compatible.
Suppose non that G a i d t 7satisfy the caondition ,I of the introduction; that is, in particular: (1)(: and C ' are connected and (2) G/ C is compact.
P~o~o s r~r o v l7nrler t h~ 1, thr homo?norphzsnt X* @ q is bz-,]PC~ZL'C.
hypothesis
PROOF. Conqider the con1mutatlr.e diagram :
Here j* is induced by the injeetio~l nr c g and the restriction of functions to M. just a? the E-valued forms were identified with B(g, u, F'). Hence:
Other c40nsequences of the hypothesis A are: These tn o propositions yield the following corollary: 
(The actions of M and u* on F , clearly commute.) Suppose now that a :M -+ End TV is an irreducible representation of M over the
A u,-module structure is defined on F , by
These two actions commute. Finally let j,: F, -+ F, be given by
Then it is clear that (3.18) The map j, preserves the M -and u*-structures of the two modules in question. Bccause a is irreducible, j, is injectice.
Because M is compact, there exists a projection P, of F, onto the image of j, .
(If x is the character of rr on M, P, is defined by 
Review of representation theory
In this section we review several facts concerning the representation of compact, connected and simply-connected Lie-groups. ( [27] , [22] ). Our formulation is such that the results will be equally valid for extensions of such groups by t oruses.
[{OMOGEKEOUS VECTOIL BUSDLES 217 \Ye nill denote by 111 s g l~u p of the above type nlid let 2' c t t >: L illaxinla1 torus in M. The real Lie algebras of M and T are denoted by mcand to respectively, so that nr = mo @ R C , t = to @ RC and corllples conjugation in m is induced from this representation by identifying I n o ~vith1110 @ 1 . A11 representations of M , T, etc. nill be on finite dimensional C-module< If a i q 5nc.h a representation of over TI', then is the represerltation of n~ given by the differential of a . Thus
The irreducible represelltations of T are all one dii~lensional and form a multiplicative group T*, the character-group of T . dim mx = 1 for X E Z, ml = t is a Cartan subalgebra of m.
It is customary to denote mlby 6, and mx by ex for X E 8 , so that the above decomposition takes the form:
a~8 .
Let < be the lexicographic order in T* determined by a base in T*, and let z', 2-denote the subsets of 2 consisting of the roots greater than and less than 1, respectively.
The set 8 ' is itself clobed. (a) The index of a character X E T* is equal to the number of P E z+(M) for which X(ha) < 0.
Othern-ise it is called M-regular.
(c) The set of elements of T**which have index 0 will be denoted by 6 , . An M-regular character of 6, will also be called an interior point of 6, . If V is a closed connected subgroup of M, with V 2 T, its Lie algebra b will decompose into where Z(V) is a subset of Z;(M). Using t'he same partial ordering to define z+(I'), i.e. setting ~'(1') = z+(M) n Z(V), we obt'ain P y in T*. in particular P T = T*. (Note: we use V rather than M in the sequel as our applications usually involved the symbol V rather than M).
Let N(V, T) be the normalizer of T in 1' . The quotient iZI(V, T)/T is then faithfully represented on T as a finite group W ( V )of automorphisms which is called the Weyl group of V on T. Let W ( V )act on T* by: (r.X)(t) = X(rP1(t)) for all t E T. Define K , as the product of all the negative roots in Z (17):
This element of T* has a "square root" in the following sense:
(4.13) There exists a character a v , in 6 r , such that (If V is semi simple, a, is unique and its differential is half the sum of the differentials of the positive roots of IT. In general a, is determined up to a factor invariant under the Weyl group of 17). The element a, plays a crucial role in the determination of the character of a representation of IT, a question to which we now turn.
Let Z(T*) be the integral group ring of T*. Thus an element f E Z(T*) is a finite formal combination ahX, ah E 2, X E T*; one has the usual rule of addition and multiplication. I n particular the expression a~ in (4.2) describing the decomposition a / T is a well defined element of Z(T*). We agree to call this element the character of a (~vith respect to T) and denote it by TT . \\-here ( -1)" = f1 depending on whether u is orientation preserving or not. Further, if p* is the dual to p, then (4.10) p*T = (pT)-' n-here the -1 denotes the linear exteiision of the inr.e~..e operation from T* to %(7'*).
The expre~sion a~ can be interpreted as a C-valued function on T, since each is such a function. It is then clear that, so interpreted,
The right hand side of (4.20) extends TT to a central functioii on all of IT.Thih function on T' is also called the 'character of T, but will be denoted by x, rather than T T . PKOOF. I t iy sufficient to prove the statement for M semi-simple and simple a+ is checked without trouble. This assumption will be made from now on.
We have so far coilsidered weights as elements of T*. S o w it is often convenient to go over to their images in Horn ((-l)'fio. R) under the imbedding a -+ &. Considered in this linear space we speak of n-eight forms, rather than weights.
The Killing form induces a nondegenerate inner product on Hom ((-1)$o , R) and in terms of it the Cartan integer a(hs) is given by 2(&, B)/(P, 8).
\Ye \\ill need the following facts, valid for two roots a, 6 with iu # &P. In vieu of (4.28) it is plausible to give a separate proof of the lemma for G? .
In G2 , there are two simple roots a and x2 , with k1(h2) = -3, x2(hI) = -1.
The positive root forms are therefore given by kl , x 2 , i1 + x2,il+ 2x2 , xl + 3x2 , 2i1 + 3x2, and uM = 3x1+ 5x2. JT'ith this information the lemma is checked without any trouble. I11 fact, aa, is regular only if & = -xl or -x2 .
Assume now that M # G2. Then, because aa, is regular,
Hence, it may be assumed that &(h,) = -2 for i 5 X,&(h,) 2 0 for S < j.
We will show that S 5 1. Suppose to the contrary that S 2 2. If dL = -21, then Rla = a w by (4.26) and (4.27). Hence a is in an adjacent chamber to 6 .~ and therefore has index 1. If ti # -51 , then (4.23) and (4.24) applies, so that axl is a root, and
. AS we are not in G2, x1(h2) = 0. IT-e cannot have a = -k2 for then R2& = ( i ., ~vhencea mould have index 1, but it has manifestly index 2 2. Hence (&, &) = 2(x2, &I.
But then & + .t1 + x2 has length zero, and therefore & = -(xl + 2%).By (4.25) .?, + k2 is not a root form, contradicting our as~umption that a is a root. 
On the results of Wang
In t h~s sectioil IT + G -X ( S = G / r 7 )is a.sumed to be subject to -4, and, as in the introduction, 111 i i a maxirllal co~iilected compact subgroup of G, while 1' = 111 n CT. ,JLISãs in Sec*tion 1, g, u, m, D are the complex Lie algebras of the respective group<, and u, c n r corresponds to the intersection u, n a ( m ) . The position of u* in In has beell colnpletely determined by T T -~I~~' [26] .We ihall +tate his results here, comhiilcd n-ith the krlolri~ position of the centralizer of a torus 111 a compact group ilf [22] .
Let 111, l', <, 2+(111), S(iZ1) be as ill the last section, and -uppo-e x' I < an arbitrary ubset of S = S(1l.l).We then define:
Yotice further that:
TTe define in addition. Flay nzanzfolds. 111 a, hci1.e the -1nlplest u, c m subject to the \\ alig c~onditlolls 15 determined by the vacuou5 5uhset S' c S. The11 u* = fJ + e, , a t Z(1Iif.)
The corresporidirig X the11 ha-11l/7'for it5 ro~rlpact description Thih +pace nill he called the flag manifold of M. 
T h e n tlze injection n* -3 u* induces a ho~?zomorphism which i s bijectzve. A u*-module F subject to this hypothesis is called extendable. The proof is as follows. If a E T*, then iu(3) = --iu(x) for all x E I). Hence rational subspaces of t~are closed under the bar operation. I t then follo~vs from u* n I) + u* n I) = I) that u* n I) cannot be contained in any proper rational subspace of fi. (In Wang's terminology, u* n I) is a J-subalgebra.) In view of this fact, the a , of the proposition are unique. We now extend the action of U* on F to all of I) by defining x . f = a,(.e)f, for f = f , , f, E F A , ,x E 8. As a final consecjuence of the T a n g results, we cite the following.
COROLL~RT 4. dccording to (5.15), n = n(St) i s a n ideal of n* , and n*/n i s a n abelian algebra a. Let There are two cases.
F be a n cxtendable u*-module. T h e n there exists a HOSIZIOGENEOUS V E C T O I~ BUNDLES
I. Assume U -+ G 4 X is subject to .IL. I11 that case X 1s liaehler, so that HP(X; Qq) becomes identified with a subspace of H*(X; C). Because m(G) = 0, the action of G on this latter group is trivial by the well known homotopy argument. Hence cP contains only the trivial representation over HP(X; Qq). In particular (6.1) is true.
2.
If U -+ G -. X is subject to A,, \\.c prove (6.1) by a spectral sequence argument which throws the question back to Case 1. 1-sing the notation of Section 5 (Corollary 2), let a = [u*]/u*, 6 = nt/u* , c = ~n/[u*]. These are all u*-modules, since u* is an ideal of [~t*]. I4'urther they arc. linked by an exact .ecluenc.e and u* acts trivially on a. We havc to shon-that H*(n* , Hom (CI',AP6*))"= 0 for p 2 0.
From the sequence (6.2) one colicludes, by an obvious filternlg of AP6*, that it is sufficient to show that H*(n* , Hom (TV, A'a* @ A'c*))" 0 for all r , s 2 0. Because a* is a trivial u*-module, it is sufficient to prove that H*(n, , Horn (IV, APc*))" 0. S o~v Horn (TV, Apt*) is clearly an eut~ndable u,-module. Therefore Corollary 4 of Section 3 is applicable. Hence it is sufficient to show that Hq(n,EIom (TI', A'c*))'~' = 0. But this is precisely the statement Now recall the development:
where L is an endomorphism of a finite dimensional C-module and L '~' is its pthexterior power. Combining (6.4), (6.5) we obtain :
With Theorem I, (6.6) proves Theorern 11. The corollary now follows from (5.13).
As an application of this formula me mill compute x(X; SE) in the Kaehler case A?. Notice first that x,+behaves additively under extensions of representations. Hence to compute x(X; SE), it is sufficient to study the case when + = 6 1 V is irreducible. We need certain preparations, to describe the result of this computation, which also entjer into the statement of Theorem IV' later on.
Let T c M, T*, z'(M) be as in Section 4. We adjoin to the set of characters T* an element [O] which, so to speak, stands for the representation of T* on the 0-module, and define a transformation as follo~vs :
If cu E T*, and cva~ is kept fixed by a nontrivial element of W(M) (i.e. a a~ is
The spectral sequences used in this proof suffice t o check the example given in the Introduction. The tjransformation J just defined, induces a transformation
HOMOGENEOUS V E C T O R B U N D L E

J ( V ,M ) :&(IT)--,& ( M )u [o],
where 
6~. If we let [0]in T* u [0]correspond to [0]in & ( M )u [O],the composition (6.10) & ( V )-+ 6v ---+ P A W u [O] -+ & ( M )u [O] J is meaningful and defines J ( V , M).
REMARK. In words, J ( V , M ) assigns to an element 4 E & ( V )the a c & ( M )whose
Here I hMI denotes the index of that character, as deJined in (4.7).
This formula shows that if 4 is irreducible, x ( X ; SE) is f the dimension of an irreducible representation of M , or 0. A special case of this proposition (T = V , and therefore E a line bundle) was obtained by Bore1 and Hirzebruch with the aid of the general Riemann-Roch theorem [4] .I t was precisely this result which led them to conjecture Theorem IV and motivated the research of
Borel-Weil 151 (see Section 7 ) .
The proof of (6.11) is obtained by applying the formula of H. Weyl twice in (6.6). Let g = J V det ( 1 -Ad) x+x,*wv be the integral in question. Using (5.14). (iii) By applying the spectral sequencac of 1,eray to certain fiberings of these flag muiiifold\ by 2-spheres, we eztatj1i.h Theorem IT7' for the flag manifolds.
iir) Similar tibering argument< prove the general statenlent.
The induced representation on H'(x; SE) for line bundles
Thl, section I:, devoted to knonn results of Borel-Weil [5] concerning the ~ituutioii deicribed in the heading. lire assume that I --+ C: -. X is subject to A, and that 1--=If -X 13 the corresponding compact descriptiorl of X. Our hypotheses are therefore slightly more general than those of [5] and 1251, where only the algetjrait~ case Az is considered.
IVc let T c M be a maximal torus of M , while c T* shall be determined I\ ~t h rehpecat to a ITang decompositio~l of m relative to u* . Thus, by (4.9) , every irreducible representation of M can be induced over the flag manifold of M from its maximal weight in the above manner.
Review of Kodaira's vanishing theorem
Let E be a complex line bundle over X. A hermitiail structure 011 E ib a posltive hermitian form h, defined over each fiber E,, which varies with x in a Cmfashion. Thus if sl and s2 are sections of E, their inner product (sl , s2) is xrell-defined by (sl ,s2) (x) = h,(sl(x), sZ(x)). One has (sl ,sl) = 1 sl 1 ' 2 0 and I s I2(.c) = 0 implies s(x) = 0. All line bundles admit a hermitian structure.
Let U be an open set of X, and s a nonvanishing analytic sectiorl over U. hermitian structure h on E defines the form on I'. From the identity 88 log f j = 0 iff is an analytic function, it is apparent that ch(U, E, s) is first of all independent of the choice of the nonvanishing analytic section s:ch(17, E, s) = ch(i7, E). Secondly, one concludes from the fact that X admits a covering % = ( U ,J and nonvanishing analytic sec~tion s, over U , with I t is clear that ch(E) is both a-and 8-closed, and so determines cohomology classes c'(E) in both H'"(x) = H'(x; Q') and in H1(X; SC).As the notation has suggested, these classes are independent of the hermitian structure chosen.
RAOUL BOTT
Interpreted in H'(x, R'), c'(E) is the first Chern class of E in the sense of Atiyah 111. gab dz, A d& locally, then by (8.1) gab is a hermitian matrix. In this description, c,,(E) positive at p w gaB(p)a positive definite matrix.
KEJIARK. As is usual, c'(E) is defined by the exact sequence of sheaves
We will hay that E is positive if there exists a hermitian structure h on E such that c,,(E) is positive at all points of X. Similarly E is negative if -ch(E) is everywhere positive oil X.
THEOREM ((Kodaira) [16] . I ,et E b(3 a tlegative line bz~ndle over the compact analljtic manl:folclS.Then (8.4) H'(X; sE) = 0 for i < dim X.
Let u:, make this theorem plausible (and so check that our signs are correct) by proving that under these conditioris H'(x; SE) = 0 ; i.e. E has no global analytic section # 0. Indeed suppose it had one, say s. Choose an h, with ch(E) negative throughout X. S o w / s l2 must take on a maximum # 0, say at x u , because X is compact. Hence log / s l2 is well defined near xo and has a local maximum a t xo. The section s can be used in the formula (8.2) to represent ch(E) ]war .m , bccausc s(x0) # 0, so near 20 .
But at a local maximum one easily checks that ((-1)'/2a) 88 log I s 1' cannot be negative. Hence H'(x; SE) = 0.
REMARKS. I . One can even conclude a little more from this argument. We will say that ch(E) = ( -l)'g,g dx, A dZBhas index k at p E X if the matrix gaB(p) has precisely Ii negative eigenvalues. If this holds throughout X, we say ch(E) has HOMOGENEOUS VECTOH BUNDLES 231 index k . Prom the strictly nonpositive nature of the second order terms of a function at a local maximum one now concludes: COKOLL-~KP. If E admits a Chern form ch(E) of index 2 1, then H'(x; SE) = 0.
2. To bring our formulation of Kodaira's theorem into accordance with his (in [8] ), it suffices to define the functions a4 of his paper by ai = 1/ / s; 1 ' .
In [3] Bore1 has determined the honlogeneous line bundles over a flag-manifold which are negative in the sense of Kodaira. The subsequent remarks as well as the next section are primarily a preamble to checking his result [Proposition 10.11 in our framework.
A connection on a line bundle E can be interpreted as an operator D which assigns to each Cm-section s of E a form Ds, with values in E, such that for Cafunctions .f on X the relatiorl (8.5)
holds. For huch a connection, D~S = 5 s where Z is a 2-form on X called the curvature of the connection. MTe say that 11 is of type (I, 0) if Ds is a form of type (I, 0) for a local analytic section. Notice, now, that if h is a hermitian structure on E, then the operator D, defined by Ds = a Zn(s, s) -s for local nonvanishing analytic sections, defines a unique connection of type (1, 0) on E, and its curvature form is given by ZI, = daln(s, s) = $aln(s, s) in terms of such local qections. Hence E,, can, in the case of line bundles, be interpreted as the obstruction to cor~struvting an analytic connection on E. In view of (8.1) one also has This interpretatloll of the curvature and its relatiorl to the Chern class has been taken up by ritiyah [I] , and it seems the most applicable one to the case of homogeneous bundles. Briefly, his construction is as fo1lo~r.s.
If X is an analytic manifold, @ ( X )will denote the analytic tangent bundle, i.e.
the vector bundle \rhose fiber at each point p E X is the subspace X,, of X, .
Suppose C -B --+ X is an analytic principal bundle over X, with structure group U . The group I; acts on B on the right and so induces an action of C on @(B). Because 9 = B/C, @(B)/ defines a vector bundle Q(B) over X. There is a natural projection Q(B) + O(X) + 0, whose kernel is a vector bundle L(B) over X. The fiber of L(B) is the Lie algebra u, of C ' and L(B) is associated to B via the adjoint representation of C on u, . To sumn~arize, every principal bundle U --+ B --+ X gives rise to an exact sequence of analytic vector bundles over X, and a splitting of this sequence corresponds precisely to a connection on B. Atiyah considers the obstruction to such a. splitting. For this purpose he goes over to the sequence
IZlOCL BOTT of vectoi buildleh \\ho,e fiber, are the honlonlorphisn~ of the fibers of the re+pective vector bundle.. (11-e have yet @ = @(X),
where 6* is the coboundary operator in the exact sequence
induced by (8.8) . The clement E(B) is the curvature class of B in the sense oi -1tiyah [I] . Kotice that the sheaf S Hom (@, L) is naturally isomorphic to the sheaf n1 @ SL. In particular if B is a C*-bundle, then L is the trivial bundle, and Z(B)E H1(X; n l ) . In view of (8.6), and the definition of 6*, the follo\ving hec+omes evident :
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let E + X be an analylic lifze bundle, and B -X the associcited princzpal C*-bur~dle. Then for any hermitian strtlctllre h on E, ct,(E) represents
The classes E(B) E H1(X; a' @ SL) are natural in the following sense: If
U
Bl 2X is a principal bundle with structure group C1 and if + is a holomorphic ho~nomorphism of LT1 into I;* , then +*(B1) is a well defined I;*-bundle over X . where on the right we mean the bilinear maps from (g/u), X u*/b to u, . To co11-strucat a representative for Z (B), we first choose a projection (an element ill (Horn (g,. u , ) )~)
which conlmutes with the action of D, and then conipute df. Interpreted as an eiernent of ~( g ,
, df is therefore given by:
(We have here identified u* with its image in g, under the homo~norphism aj of (3.11.)
Suppose no\\-that 4: U --C* is a holomorphic representation of C', and let E be the corresponding line bundle, with principal bundle &B. The curvature of +,(B) is then represented by the form
(By (3.1) we have u*/u = so that Z'(E) ( Q / U )~, defines a form of type (1, 1) ou (8.12 ), E will therefore be a positive line bundle over X if the quadratic form is positive.
Line bundles over the flag manifold
We assume now that X = G/V = M / T is subject to A2, 1' being a maximal torus of M. We also assume that G is the complexification of M so that, under orj in (3.1), In is identified with g, and u* with u, .
Every character X t T* extends uniquely to a holomorphic homomorphis~n A: C 4C*, and so induces the line bundle Ex over X. Let (T, <) be a Wang [31 The lzlze bundle whenever X i s a n interior point of P v .
PROOF. In the Wang decompositioil m = f~ + e, , u* is given by
From the discussion in the last section, E will be positive if the form (9.7) is positive. For f we choose the projection which, in the direct decornpositioil m = f~ + e, , is given by :
IJet r , generate e, for tu t z+(M). These x, project into a basis on m/u* . (Sote that this checks Theorem IT7'. In the only nontrivial case the positive image of X i s X because X has index 0.)
We use the follon-ing notation in the rest of this section: For H * ( X ; SEA), X t T*, we write H*(X). The involution of M in W(M) is denoted by 6 (see (4.12)) and K t T* denotes the KM of (4.12). Thus K = (6aaM)a;l, 6K = K-', and K-' c for some u # identity; in the iloilsirigular case the positive image of is give11 by the for nhich S,.X t 6,, . I11 that case the index of Xa, equals the index of u. ) The proof of Proposition 10.2 uses the Serre duality theorem [23] : THEOREJFor a conzpact analgtzc manzfold X and an analrjtic zlector bundlr E over .Y.
Hq(X; SE) and H7"'(X; a " ' @ sE*)
are dually pazred to Hn'(X; a m ) ; m = dim X .
(Here aQ is the sheaf of holomorphic q-forms on X, and E* the dual bundle to E.)
In our case an' is identified without trouble as SEK . Further, as the pairing ill this theorem is compatible nith the induced representation 6, and H m ( X ; am) iq fixed under 6,the Serre Because W(M) is generated by its elements of index one (the reflections across simple root planes), it is sufficient to prove an appropriate formula for these elements. The assignment V --t XPy forms a pre-sheaf under the obvious restriction maps. The sheaf Xq shall be the limit of this pre-sheaf, i.e. at each point x E X, XP, is the inductive limit of ~9 , with V 3 x. Under these conditions Leray's theorem is given by [17] [21].
THEOREM. There exists a spectral sequence E, , with We apply thls proposition to the following situation. Let G -. B + X be an analytic principal bundle with structure group G and a base space X which is locally compact snd paracompact. Let U c G be such that the principal bundle C -+ G --t G/U is subject to A. Taking equivalence classes in B under the action of U only, we obtain the analytic manifold Y = B / U , and an analytic fibering of Y over X with fiber G / U : The relation (11.8) now follows from the definition of &, and so X in any case maps X yinto cross sections of H* over V. I t remains to check that X induces an analytic isomorphism in the limit sheaves. This is a purely local question. We may therefore assume that X is a Stein and it is clear from (11.11) that Xj* is the identity. Hence our task nil1 he ac2com-plished once the following Iiiinneth relation is established:
PROPOSITION 11.1. Under the conditions just described, the ho?nomorphisn7 (1 1.12):
ts bzjective.
As was pointed out to me by Serre this proposltlon 1s implicit in Grothendieck's work. However it is unfortunately noti here explicitly stated there. We therefore briefly recapitulate the proof which Serre very kindly communicated to me.
Let KO\\-, by [12] , p. 105.
where 6 denotes the ordinary tensor product completed according to a topology on the linear spaces in question given by Grothendieck [I] , Def. I, p. 30.
Let K be the complex formed by the H 0 ( v J ;SE1 / C j )and the L the analogous complex formed by the H O ( v J ; SE 1 VJ), where J ranges over the subsets of I.
From (11.13) and the relation between the transition functions, it follo\vs inlmediately that :
(11.14) L = K 6 ill (as complexes).
From (11.14) one obtains the proposition, once it is shown that H*(L) = H*(K) 6 -4, because H*(L) = H*(B; SE) and H*(K) = H*(M; SE1) by [21] . This formula follo\vs on the one hand from the fact that the differential operator in L is a homomorphism in the sense of Bourbaki (the spaces Hq(K) are finite Cmodules, while in the topology used the spaces in question are Fr6chet n-hence ( [23] , p. 21, Lemma 2) applies), and on the other hand because the act of taking the completed tensor product by A x is an exact functor in the category of FrBchet spaces and their homomorphisms ( [ll] , Chap. 11, $2, no. 3, Cor. of Th. 10, also [20] Cor. of Th. 3, p. 102). Finally, hecause H*(K) is finite dimensional,
12. The proof of Lemma 10.1 I.ct S be the flag nini~ifold of ,TI, and a 6 s ( M ) a simple root of iM.Corresponding to a we construct a fibering of X by 2-spheres over a base space X , . If II -+ G -X is the complex description of X , then X , has a similar description Ill, -+ f: -X,subject to A2 , and U -+ II, -+ s2is again subject to *+I2 , so that thespectral sequence of the previous section will be applicable. We shall then show that if Ex is n line bundle over X determined by A 6 T* with A~M 6 6 , , then at most H 0 ( s 2 ; S(Ex I s2)) # 0 SO that the spectral sequence n-ill be trivial. On the other hand we shall show that if, under the same condition on A, A' = S,.X (where u is the involution about a), then at most ~' ( 8~;I is nontrivial, S(Exl s2)) and that then the induced representations of U , on @(s2; S(EA/ S 2 ) ) and H ' ( s~;S(Ext s2)) are equal. Applying the spectral sequence, we therefore get the shift of one dimension given in the lemma.
As before, we assume that G is the complexification of iM.Via this identification we let C', c G be generated by (This u* clearly corresponds to S' C S ( M ) equal to a in (5.7)). We let V , = U , n M, so that U,/U = V,/T = X , is clearly a 2-sphere and is, in fact, the flag manifold of V , . The diagram is a special case of (11.3) (with B = G, G = U , , etc.) By applying Theorem VI, me see that for any X 6 T* and corresponding line bundle Ex over X , H * ( X ; SEX) has associated to it a spectral sequence with second term given by where E: is the line bundle induced by X over U,/U, and U , acts on H q ( s 2 ; SE:) by the induced representation. We apply Propositions 10.2 and 10.4 to
~~( 8~;
Pva takes the role of 6 , in these the-SE:). Remark however that 6 , = , this being the involution of V , . We also need a candidate for ava . I t turns out that we can take a, for av, because u changes only a into its inverse and permutes the other positive roots of M so that (cTaM)a4' 
Proof of Theorem IV'
Theorem IV' had been proved for line bundles on flag manifolds. Using the spectral sequence and Theorem V, we obtain a proof for the general case. Indeed, suppose U1-+ G --, X is subject to *+I2 . Let U c U1 be the maximal solvable subgroup of G in bT1 . Then U --, U1 -+ Y is again subject to A, and is a flag manifold.
We now consider the fibering Ul/ U --, G/ U -+ G/ r1.
Given an irreducible 4: U1 --t End El let 6: c' -+ C* be the maximal weight of 9.Then the line bundle given by $ on G/U induces 4 in H'(c/u; SEg,) by Proposition 10.2 and Corollary 3 of Section 5 . Further, the higher cohomology groups along the fiber vanish. Applying (11.6) and (11.2), we see that H*(G/G; SEg) = H*(G/U1 ; SE) (where E is the bundle defined by 4). Now applying Theorem IV' to the flag manifold G/U, we obtain the general result.
The principle of this proof is then to pass from a vector bundle to the line bundle, over the flag manifold, determined by the lllasimal weight of the inducing representation.
REMARK. This principle is quite general. Namely: Let G -+ B --t X be an analytic principal bundle, and E a vector bundle over X associated to B by the irreducible holomorphic representation 4. Let U -+ G + G/U be subject to A,, G/U the flag manifold of G. Then the maximal weight 6 of 9 (with respect to a Wang decomposition) defines a line hundle Eg over B I T -, and Now every vector bundle can be represented as the associated bundle to a principal bundle with the full linear group GL(n, C) as structure group by the regular (and irreducible) representation of GL(n, C) on a C-module of dimension n. In this special case one need not go to the whole flag manifold of GL(n, C) because the maximal weight of the regular representation already defines a line bundle over the projective space GL(n, C)jC* X GL(n -1, C). I t is then easy to check, using (10.2) and (11.1), that the following proposition is valid: Let E be an analytic vector bundle over X. We interpret E as an analytic manifold in which X is imbedded by the zero cross section. Under pointwise multiplication, E -X is then a principal C*-bundle over X(E) = (E -X)/C*. Clearly X(E) is the fiber bundle over X whose fiber over a given point x c X is the projective spare of 1-dimensional suhspaces of E, . The principal hundle (E -X) -- 
.Y(E).
1'1co1~osl~1~1or 1: : . 1.
Note that 111 Hirzebruch'~ proof of the Iiiernann Roch theorem [lSj he used a weaker. t'orrn of (13.1),namely just the equality of the x,'s for the tn o situations. A geometric interpretation of H'(x; SO) has been recently given by Froelicher. and Nijenhuis [9] .They showed that if X t is a smooth deformation of the analytic structure of X = Xo , then the first derivative, D X t , of this deformation determines an element of H'(x; SO). (To see this, let ,Zh be the local Cm-coordinates which determine the analytic structure of X , in a suitable covering are taken with respect to theXo-structure.) On the overlap U , fl Cp , these forms agree because the transition from 'Zh to '2; is analytic for each (small) t. They are therefore the restrictions of a global form on X which determines the element DXt of H1(X; SO).) Conversely, these authors proved the following local stability theorem. THE ORE>^ (Froelicher-Nijenhuis). Let X t be a smooth deformation of the analytzc structure of X = Xo . If H'(x; SO) = 0, then there exists a n E > 0 such that, for 0 _i t S E , Xt and X are analytically equivalent.
Some applications
Quite analogously liodaira-Spencer sholred (unpublished) that a variation C -; . BB, --t X of principal C-bundles over a fixed X with Ro = G gave rise to a first derivative DRt 6 II'(X; SL) and proved the analogous stability theorem.
From (14.2), the results of Wang, and the theorem of Froelicher-Nijenhuia, it folloivs that:
COROLLARY. If X is a complex homogeneous, compact Kaehler manifold with al(X) = 0, then the analytic structure oj X is locally stable in the above sense.
(Alccording to Wang [26] , every X subject to these conditions can be represented i11 the form X = G/C with C --. G + X subject to A2 . Hence (14.2) is applicable.) \Ire start with the following lemma. L E M~I .~ to the prodzict 14.1. The bztndle Q over X in (14.1) is analytically equi~~alent bundle : (14.6) Q = X X g , .
The general equivalence question for homogeneous bundles is as follows. Suppose C -+ G --t X is the principal C-bundle over X = G/C, and El and E2 are two associated vector bundles corresponding to two representations $51 :C --. End
El , and q2 : C + End E2. Then El and E2 are strongly equivalent if there exists a linear isomorphism h:El --. E2 such that (14.7) h=$5~l(u)h$5~(u), U E C .
Under strong equivalence the cohomology modules H*(X; SE) are preserved, as well as the induced representation & of G on H*(X; SE).
On the other hand, El and E2 are equivalent in the usual sense of vector bundles if the vector bundle Hom(E1, E2) (over X) admits an analytic cross section which is an isomorphism on each fiber. This condition is equivalent to the existence of an analytic map h:G --t Hom(El , E2) such that h(g) is an isomorphism onto for each g 6 G and such that (14. 8) h(gu)=&(~-')h(~)$52(u), g e G , u e C .
Equivalence preserves the cohomology modules, but in general does not preserve the induced representation. From the relation (14.8), it follows immediately Ghat a bundle E defined by $5: C + End E is equivalent to the product bundle X X E if and only if there exists a holomorphic function h:G +Aut E with h(gu) = h(g) .$5(u). (Set +l(u) = Identity, $52 = $5 in (14.8).)
In particular, if $5 is the restriction of a holomorphic representation of G over E , then the bundle determined by $5 is equivalent to the product bundle.
In the case under consideration, namely the bundle Q over X, recall from Section 9 that Q is determined by the adjoint representation of C on g, . This is then the restriction of the adjoint representation of G on g, . Hence Q is equivalent to the product bundle. 
germs of holomorphic s-forms on X . T h e n
This proposition I learned from the work of Borel and Hirzebruch [4] . I t has various proofs. The simplest is maybe this one, relying on the results of Borel [2] . For the flag manifold X1 of G, H*(Xl ; C) is generated by H2(x1 ; C) and it is easy to check that here only forms of type (1, 1) can occur. For a general X. X1 is fibered analytically over X in such a manner that the induced map H*(X; C) -+ H*(X1 ; C) is injective. As both X1 and X are Kaehler, (14.9) follo\vs.
The formulas (14.6) and (14.9) (with g = 0) imply (14.10)
H O ( x ; SQ) = am ; H i ( x ; sQ) = 0 for i > 0.
Hence from the sequence (14.1), (14.11) H i ( x ; SO) = Hi+'(x; SL) = 0 for i 2 1.
These forn~ulae also establish (14.5).
The principal bundle U -+ G -+ X is called effective if the action of G on X is effective. I t is called minimal if G is semi simple. By a recent theorem of Matzushima [18] , effective implies minimal. PROOF. For a minimal, effective bundle, G is just the coinplexification of M, so that u, can be identified with u* . Hence the exact sequence of I/'-modules give3 rise to an exact sequence of vector bundles over X. NOT\., by the Killing form on Q, , n is dual to (g/u)-Therefore N is isomorphic to O*. Kow Hp(X; SO*) = HP(X; a') = 0 for p Z 1 as remarked earlier (14.9). From the exact sequence (14.13) one therefore concludes that H'(X; SL) = HYX; SA) for i 2 2, while in low dimensions we have the sequence
The effectiveness of U -+ G -X clearly implies that the homomorphism
